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AMERICAN BOX MACH. CO. v. WILSON PAPER BOX MACH. CO.
SAME v. ECONOMY METAL EDGE BOX CO. SAME v. PICTORIAL

PRINTING CO.. SAME v. DANH.I!lI8.1!lR. SAME v. ARNOLD.
(Circuit Court, N. D. Illinois. Jan. 27,

to PATENTS FOR MACHINE.
Letters patent No. 244,9l\}, issued Jul) 26, 181)1, to Gordon Munro, for

Improvements in maGhines for covering pasteboard boxes with paper, in
which the paper Is taken from a roll or coil and passed over a roller resting
In a paste box,and over or under other rollers to a box resting upon a form
adapted to revolve, are not void for want of novelty. :Box Co. v. Wilson,
50 Fed. 425, followed.

a. SAME-INFRINGEMENT.
Said patent is not infringed by devices which do not use the alternate

deflections of l'ltrip of paper bY means of rollers between the paste box
and the construction frame,· and do not support the strip in mid-air, after
the manner of the patented machine. .,-

In Equity. .
Suits by the American Box Machine Oompany against the Wilson

Paper Box· Machinery Company and others to restrain the alleged
infringement· of .letters patent.
Wetmore & Jenner and R. H. for complainant.
Charles C; Buckley, for defendant$. . ..

GROSS9Uf" District Judge. In this case the several defendants
are charged with the. infringement of letters patent 244,919, dated
July 26, 1881,:to Gordon Munro, for Ii box machine. "Tp.e scope of
the invention," says Blodgett, in his opinion \.Box Co. v.
Wilson, 50.Fed. 42;'», "covered by the patent, is stated ,by the paten:
tee, in his specifiCations, as follows: 'l\fy inveption relates to im-
provements itt machines fol' covering vasteboard boxes:with paper,
in which the paper is tal-:en from a rbl} or coil, and _passed over a
roller resting in a paste lloJf' and ol;eI; or under f:pllers, toa
box resting upon a form adapted to teyplve; and the objects of my
improvements-.are to produce lin ine;xpensive machine, in which the

of paste received on the can the paste
or glue retailfed in a warm or hl)t state, and tpe de1,ivery of the
paper from the coil is .adJustably Dispensing
the Jetters of reference, the macl1ine de!,!cribed in and covered by
the patent consists of a frame upon which is moun,ted a spindle for
carrying a roll of paper; a paste box, through which the ribbon of
paper, as it is unwound from the roll, passes; and a guide roll for
guiding the paper, as it is delivered from the paste box, to the box
which is to be covered."
One of the chief functions of the invention is stated by the paten-

tee as follows:
By bending the strip of paper, D, first in one direction over the roll, L, and

then in the opposite direction. under the roller, M, and again over the roller,
N, the damp paper becomes 'tempered,' and can be laid very smoothly upon
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the box under construction. And, by keeping the paste heated, It will be-
come partly 'set' upon tbat side of the paper to which it is applied, and will
not affect the face of the paper, and the strawboard of the box will absorb the
moisture."
Claim 2, under which the infringement by defendants' devices is

averred to fall, is as follows:
"The combination of the table-top, A, paper r911 supporting frame, paste box,

F, and adjustable scraper, k, with guide rolis and block, e, adapted to revolve,
<tubstantialiy as and for the purposes described."
I think I am precluded, by the decision of Judge Blodgett, from

inquiring IlOW into the validity of complainant's patent. Some new
r.estimony, it is true, has been introduced, tending to show that some
"i the prior devices under review by Judge Blodgett, but regarded
by him as impracticable, were in fact practicable and operative.
But, in the conclusion to which I have come upon another branch
of this case, I prefer not to pass upon the effect or conclusiveness
of this new evidence.
If, in fact, the complairiant's patent made practicable that which

was previously impracticable, it was by virtue of that feature which
kept the strip of paper, after passing through the paste box, away
from the table, and in the atmosphere, until the paper wet with the
paste was just sufficiently tempered to be laid smoothly upon the
box under construction. Possibly, the deflections of the paper, un-
der tension, first one way, and then another, over the several rollers
of the complainant's machine, had much to do with this tempering.
'l'his feature of the complainant's device is in the nature of a dis-
covery, and of the adaptation of mechanical means to make the dis-
covery operative. The discovery that paper dampened with paste
ought first to remain a certain space of time in the atmosphere, be-
fore being laid upon the box, is doubtless valuable, but is not pat-
entable. Only the mechanical means used to adapt this discovery
to actual use can be the subject of a patent. Neither can complain-
ant's claim be so extended as to cover all kinds of mechanical means
which have the effect of keeping the paper free from the table from
the time it leaves the paste box until it reaches the box under con-
struction. Those means pointed out in the complainant's patent are
his property, and those only. Anyone else is entitled to the benefit
of the discovery, provided he does not use the complainant's means,
or their equivalent. I cannot find that either of the devices under
consideration employ the specific means used ,by the complainant to
attain this end. They do not use the alternate deflections of the
strip, obtained by the interposition of rollers or rods at intervals
between the paste box and the construction frame; and they do not
support the strip in mid-air, after the manner of complainant's de-
vice. Indeed, unless the complainant is entitled to every mechan-
ical means that will make his discovery practicable,-which, in ef-
fect, would be a patent upon his discovery,-the defendants' d.evices
are free from the charge of being an infringement. The bills will
therefore be dismissed.
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THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO. v. ELMIRA & H. RY. CO.

(Circuit Court, N. D. New York. June 2\), Ull)5.)

No.6,13Q.
1. COSTS IN PATENT SUITS.

Costs w1l1 not be awarded to complainant, where some of the claims sued
on are withdrawn at the argument, and others are adjudged not infringed.
although the decree is in his favor as to others still.

2. PRACTIOE IN PATENT SUITS..,-WITHDRAWING CLAIMS.
The practice of Withdrawing, at the hearing. claims of doubtfUl validity,

is to be encouraged, as it simplifies the Issues, relieves the court and coun-
sel of tedious and inconsequential investigation, and relieves the defendant
from liablllty thereon, as completely as if they were declared invalid.

This was a bill in equity by the Thomson-Houston Electric Com-
pany against the Elmira & Horseheads Railway Company for alleged
infringement of the Van Depoele patent, No. 424,695, for improve-
ments in suspended switches and traveling contacts for electric rail-
ways. A decision on the merits was heretofore rendered. 71 Fed.
396. The question now is 8.$ to the matter of costs, and whether
complainant should be permitted to withdraw certain claims. It
arises upon the settlement Of the decree.
Sa,muel A. Duncan and Frederic H. Betts, for complainant.
Wm. A. Jenner and Thomas B. Kerr, for defendant.

COXE, District Judge. .As to costs. Four of the claims were
withdrawn at the argument on intimation by the court that the
question of invention as to them was exceedingly doubtful. The
court decided, as to three others, that the defendant did not infringe.
Fourteen claims are not included in the decree, presumably for the
reason, as to some of them at least, that they are thought to be for
the same invention as those which are included. The defendant has
been put to the trouble and expense of defending all of these claims,
those withdrawn and not infringed equally with the others. In
these circumstances the rule in this circuit is well settled that the
complainant is not entitled to costs. Adams v. Howard, 22 Blatchf.
47, 19 Fed. 317; Hayes v. Bickelhoupt, 21 Fed. 566; Yale & G.
Manuf'g Co. v. North, 5 Blatchf. 455, Fed. Cas. No. 18,123; Steam
Trap Co. v. Felthousen, 20 Fed. 633; Tyler v. Galloway, 20 Blatchf.
445, 12 Fed. 567; Edison Electric Light Co. v. Electric Engineering
& Supply Co., 60 Fed. 401; Electrical Accumulator Co. v. Julien
Electric Co., 38 Fed. 117; Campbell Printing-Press & Manuf'g Co. v.
Eames Vacuum Brake Co., 44 Fed. 64; Ballard v. McCluskey, 58 Fed.
880.
The question of costs having been determined in favor of the de-

fendant, the court can see no reason for entering upon a discussion
and analysis of the claims not included in the decree. Cui bono?
The course adopted by the complainant in withdrawing these claims
has frequently been pursued in other cases in this circuit. It is


